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SALES DEPARTMENT
A word from our CEOs
Dear Business Partner,
In Jordan, there are no strangers, only friends you have not yet met. This
is a saying very often used when talking about Jordan and its people, a
country best known for it’s genuine Arabian hospitality, astonishing
heritage and for its welcoming people.
Traveling to Jordan can be just once in a lifetime experience, and we at
La Beduina Tours want to ensure that it will be an exceptional one.
Our objective at La Beduina Tours is to build reliable, strong and long
lasting partnerships with internationally recognized organizations all
over the world.
As our organization is internationally recognized, we are forwarding you
some relevant information concerning our company in order to give you
a better idea about what La Beduina Tours offers.

While in Jordan, if you feel like needing any assistance, La Beduina Tours
Team of qualified professionals will be more than happy to help.
We look forward to extending to you a Genuine Welcome to Jordan

Best Regards
Mr. Ismail Helalat

About La Beduina tours
Since 1988 , La Beduina tours has been the number one adventure
company in Jordan , member of (ASTA) JATOA & JTB ,
It has also won the responsible tourism award, respectively in the years
2000,2001,2002,2003, 2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010.
Professional team providing a comprehensive range of services as
Inbound Tourism in Jordan with three Offices based in Amman – Petra
& Aqaba.
We are currently operating a large number of classical, pilgrimage and
adventure tours,
Whichever tour is chosen, guests leave Jordan with their hearts filled
with joy and lasting memories of a very unique and special holiday.
Using local Bedouin guides and having first-hand experience ourselves
(as former tour guides), La Beduina is able to add a personal touch,
ensuring the pleasure and enjoyment of all our clients.
We at La Beduina Eco-tours offer full assistance to individual travellers,
groups and special interest travellers.
The services we provide include accommodation, worldwide last minute
travellers, car-hire booking, transfers, and assistance at airports,
seaports and hotels. We also organize guided and unguided excursions to
all tourist attractions in Jordan, either on a separate package basis or as

an extension to a pre-designed trip. All field services are provided and
monitored by uniformed, professional multilingual representatives.

Mission / Vision & Values
Our Mission
To offer you services beyond your expectations at a fair price.
Our Vision
To enhance our cooperation to the benefit of our establishments.
Our Values

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Clients First
Passion for work
Transparency
Creativity
Consistent Service
Value for money
Quality Control
Efficiency

Sites & services

Amman
Amman is a metropolis in the centre of
Jordan, the capital of the Hashemite
Kingdom and the largest city in the country
and even the surrounding countries with
an official population of over three million
inhabitants, it is the country's political,
cultural and commercial centre and one of the oldest continuously

inhabited cities in the world .Amman was named one of the Arab World's
best cities according to economic, labor, environmental, and sociocultural factors.

Jerash
Jerash, the Gerasa of Antiquity, is the
capital and largest city of Jerash
Governorate which is situated in the
north of Jordan, 48 kilometers north of
the capital Amman towards Syria. J erash
is known for the ruins of the
Greco-Roman city of Gerasa, also referred to as Antioch o
 n the Golden
River. It is sometimes misleadingly referred to as the "Pompeii of the
Middle East or Asia", referring to its size, extent of excavation and level
of preservation (though Jerash was never buried by a volcano). Jerash is
considered one of the most important and best preserved Roman cities in
the Near East.

Dead Sea
Without doubt the world’s most
amazing place, the Jordan Rift Valley is
a dramatic, Beautiful landscape, which
at the Dead Sea, is over 400m (1,312
ft.) below sea level. The lowest point on
the surface of the earth. This vast,
stretch of water receives a number of
incoming rivers, including Jordan River. Once water reaches the Dead Sea
it’s land-locked and have nowhere to go, so it evaporates, leaving behind
a dense, rich, cocktail of salts and minerals that supply industry,
agriculture and medicine with some of its finest products.

Petra
Petra, the world wonder, is without a
doubt Jordan’s most valuable treasure
and the greatest tourist attraction. It is a
vast, unique city, carved into the sheer
rock face by the Nabataeans, an
industrious Arab people who settled here
more than 2000 years ago, turning it into
an important junction for the silk, spice and other trade routes that
linked China, India and southern Arabia with Egypt, Syria, Greece and
Rome.

Wadi Rum
Wadi Rum is also known as The Valley of
the Moon. It is a valley cut into the
sandstone and granite rock in south
Jordan at 60 km to the east of Aqaba. It is
the largest wadi in Jordan. The name
Rum most likely comes from an Aramaic
root meaning 'high' or 'elevated'. To
reflect its proper Arabic pronunciation,
archaeologists transcribe it as Wadi Ramm. The highest elevation in
Wadi rum is Mount Um Dami at more than 1800m above sea level.
(Private

Camping, Bedouin Night,, Jeep Safari, self driving jeeps, camel
riding, hot air balloon)

Aqaba
It is the capital of Aqaba
Governorate. Aqaba is strategically
important to Jordan as it is the
country's only seaport, located at
the head of the Gulf of Aqaba. Best
known today as a diving and beach
resort, but industrial activity
remains important to the area, and
the town is a free zone and an exporter of phosphate and some shells.

Madaba
The trip south from Amman along the 5000-year-old King's Highway is
one of the most memorable journeys
in the Holy Land, passing through a
string of ancient sites. The first city
you come upon is Madaba, "The City
of Mosaics".
In many respects Madaba is a typical
East Bank town which differs in one
major aspect: underneath almost every house lies a fine Byzantine
mosaic. Many of these mosaics have been excavated and are on display
in the town's museum, but it is estimated that many more lie hidden
waiting to be discovered.

Mt. Nebo

Drive along the same route
prophet Moses (pbuh) was
forbidden to travel on by the King
of Edom (Numbers 20), and
picture yourself standing where
Moses was laid to rest, and where
the late Pope John Paul II tread on
his first pilgrimage of the
millennium.
Visit the Sanctuary at Nebo: the memorial of Moses (pbuh), the
presumed site of his death and burial place, and a center for pilgrimages
since earliest Christian times. You'll be inspired by the biblical feel from
the beginning to the end , as if you experienced this divine tour

Here is an overview about the kind of tours we can arrange
Classical sites tours
All of our classical tours encompass the most famous archaeological,
ecological and natural sites that Jordan has to offer. These programs are
suitable for all age groups, VIP visitors, individuals, corporates and
special interest groups
Our tours include air-conditioned transportation , fully-qualified guide
throughout, and a wide range of hotel options , which are available to
suit every budget.

Holy Land tours (Pilgrimage tours)
Jordan, being an important Biblical land, offers a truly profound travel
experience to visitors wishing to investigate the birth of Christianity.,
such as the Tomb of Moses, as well as many other Biblical sites, Jordan is

rich in both Christian and Muslim history. We offer pilgrimage tours that
incorporate archaeological and natural, as well as religious sites.

Womens’ tours
What could be more interesting than the opportunity to learn about the
female way of life in a culture other than your own? La Beduina has
specially designed these tours to incorporate participation in Arabic
womens’ lifestyle, meals, daily activities and community. The program,
which is suitable for women of all ages, gives visitors the chance to meet
all kinds of Jordanian women from various backgrounds including
Christians, Muslims and Bedouins. Perhaps you will discover the
mysteries behind the burqu’a (face-veil) or the secrets of good
yoghurt-making. This tour will provide you with an inner understanding
of the women of the Middle East, while it contributes to support their
community’s development.

Family adventures
Taking your kids on holiday can be a stressful experience, but family life
is at the centre of the Bedouin philosophy so we know how to take care
of you!
Just let us know what your requirements are and we’ll cater to your every
need, including affordable prices and varied meals to suit the younger
palate. Our completely customized, private trips will keep everyone
happy!

Corporate incentive tours, conferences and special events
We hope we’ve already convinced you of the fantastic experiences to be
had in this country, but you won’t have experienced anything if you
haven’t experienced Jordanian hospitality at it’s best. It’s all about
capturing the imagination, providing a genuinely congenial environment
and making some of your dreams come true. Where else could you end a
conference with a sunset ride in the hills followed by a traditional steam
bath, or a candle lit excursion to the rose-red city of Petra combined with
dinner in the caves? You have your wishes, we have our Aladdin’s lamp!

.Special occasions Wedding in Jordan
Wedding is a Day - Marriage is a Lifetime

Our Happy Wedding Philosophy
If you would like to ask your fiance in a unique way that she will never
forget, we arrange and perform Happy Bedouin Weddings i n Jordan as
one of our special events. We believe that your Happy Wedding
.experience begins at the time of your initial contact with us
We define our Happy Weddings as arranged and performed with heart
and sincerity, from the beginning to beyond the end. If you are seeking
Happiness through Bedouin Spirit on your special day, you've found the
.right people to assist you
Over the years, and after finishing hundreds of weddings, we have learnt
that it really doesn't matter to us, how much a couple spends on their
.wedding

Off the Beaten Track
This is where our journey becomes really exciting, as we leave tour buses
and restaurants behind to venture into untouched wilderness,
conquering the ever-shifting terrain on foot, by bike, horse or jeep. When
we say ‘get back to nature’ we mean it. Switch your mobile off, leave the
mp3 player back at the hotel, and listen to the real sounds of life. Wade
through emerald canyons beneath hanging gardens, abseil down rock
faces, or put your horse through its paces on the desert plains, then
marvel at the sunset as you rest up for the day by the campfire.

Hiking and Trekking
Really care about wildlife? It’s all out there if you take one of our hiking
tours and spend one day or several, exploring archaeological and natural
sites. You may spot porcupine, striped hyenas and ibex at Dana wildlife
reserve, or take that perfect photograph in the black volcanic landscape
of Umm Al-Sakakeen. Whichever option you choose, your package will
be complete with routes, descriptions, maps and altitude information. All
levels of fitness can be accommodated by our range of trips, which
include short hikes of around 12 km. per day to more challenging treks of
up to 20km per day. The pace and terrain is invigorating but not difficult,

so why not give it a go? However, if you’re looking for the ultimate biped
adventure, read on…

Canyoning
Let us introduce you to a little passion of ours – canyoning. Imagine
entering a gorge teeming with plants and lichen and then following its
walls until you suddenly look up to find the sky closed off by a stalactite
canopy, encrusted with botanical jewels. This experience, followed by a
perfect hammam in the hot spring at the entrance of the gorge will be
your unforgettable memory of Wadi Ibn Hammad. Once you have caught
the canyoning fever, there will be no stopping from taking up the
challenges of the dramatic Wadi Hasa to see its rare tropical trees the
Dalbergia sissoo, abseiling Wadi el Hidan, with fantastic bathing and
waterfalls as your reward, or daring to defy the deep chasm of Wadi
Mujib – the ‘Grand Canyon’ of Jordan.

We could gush on about our amazing canyons but then we might forget
to tell you about Feinan’s copper works and Umm el ‘Ammad Cave’, two
important ancient copper mines, that once visited will leave you with the
indelible sense of having witnessed the birth of industry. Simply enquire
about arrangements for incorporating visits to these sites when you plan
your package with us.

Cycling tours
La Beduina Tours has had long experience of organising successful
cycling tours ranging from 2-14 days and covering 50-100 km per day.
The routes have been exclusively mapped for La Beduina to take you off
the beaten track, allowing you to enjoy some of the most unspoilt and
varied landscape Jordan has to offer. Whether your tour option includes
hotel accommodation or camping under the stars, our insightful and
challenging program is a ‘must do’ for all cycling enthusiasts.
Four wheels or four hooves – the choice is yours!

Jeep Safaris

If a bit of speed and excitement is your thing, how about an off-road
excursion through deep canyons and sand dunes? Be sure you’ll return
home covered in dust and sand, having learnt first-hand what a
“dust-devil” can do! Action-minded travellers will revel in the experience
of exploring the rugged terrain of the Jordanian desert with its
contrasting landscapes, archaeological sites and natural wonders – all in
all a breathtaking experience.

Horse riding
La Beduina tours is the only tour operator in Jordan to give you that real
‘Lawrence of Arabia’ riding experience. Arabian mares are arguably the
finest horses in the world, and we provide these superior mounts on all
our horse tours, no matter what your level of experience, from beginner
to expert. Our excursions combine visits of many fascinating
archaeological sites with the thrill of riding one of these beautiful
animals. Each day we ride between 5-7 hours, covering distances of
25-45 km in desert and or mountainous terrain. As you ride, learn about
the important role horses have played (and still do) in the life and times
of this region. Your Bedouin guides will enthral you with tales of war time
events, ambush techniques and native horse customs.

Camel caravans
We invite you back to the days when being nice to your camel was a way
of ensuring you got to your destination in one piece! Experience this
different style of transport as we follow the ancient caravan routes of the
Nabateans, travelling through the mountains and sand dunes, deep into
the heart of Wadi Rum Desert. And we’re sure you will make a new friend
along the way!
Can’t decide which of these exciting options to go for? Then why not to
try them all ! La Beduina has solved your dilemma by creating the
Adventure tour – a combination of hiking, camping, jeep safari and
trekking all rolled into one.

A word about camping with La Beduina

If you have been put off by poor quality camping facilities in the past
then maybe it’s time for us to rekindle your spirit of adventure. La
Beduina prides itself on the standard of it’s camping arrangements, and
are privileged to have special camping permits for spectacular wilderness
areas. We provide all services and supplies, including large Bedouin
tents, mattresses, sleeping bags, carpets, water tanks, generators, even
flushing toilets. We are famous for hosting Bedouin haflah’s (large B-B-Q
parties) and can accommodate both individuals and groups, who will be
well looked after by our fully-qualified, highly skilled staff. Think about it:
who is better than the Bedouins to set up camp?!
Experience all of this with us, safe in the knowledge that you will be
helping to preserve and sustain our local communities ─ the guardians
of Jordan’s historical and natural treasures. And this brings us on to some
important reading…

Services
The services we provide include accommodation arrangements,
hotel bookings, world wide/last minute travellers, car-hire booking,
transfers, and assistance at airports, seaports and hotels. We also
organize guided and unguided excursions to all tourist attractions in
Jordan, either on a separate package basis or as an extension to a
pre-designed trip. All field services are provided and monitored by
uniformed, professional multilingual representatives.

Transfers
Fully equipped with our own fleet of luxury cars ,limousines & buses
professional drivers, and guides.

Incoming Tourism
La Beduina –Eco Tours is one of the leading incoming tourism companies
in Jordan, representing prominent travel companies from Europe, the Far

East, USA, and Canada. The company also represents large international
insurance companies that cater to travellers world- wide.

Meet & Assist Services:
La Beduina - Eco Tours friendly, outgoing representatives warmly
welcome all our guests upon arrival and assist in all airports, land, and
sea border- crossing formalities. Our "Meet & Assist Services" do not end
here. We also have representatives that follow up on guests during their
stay to ensure that everything is running smoothly. Fully personalized
service is also availed upon departure.

Sightseeing Tours:
Having the advantage of marketing a region whose land of beauty and
variety markets itself, offering the modern, the ancient, the idyllic, and
the adventure- filled, La Beduina - Eco tours is sure to offer its guests the
best in tourism. Our packages are tailor- made, catering to
archaeological, pilgrimage, incentives, cultural, business, diving, nature
and adventure, bird- watching, and other special- interest groups. We
also organize cruises and offer passenger exchange services. Our tours
extend from one day for transit passengers to two weeks and more. Our
guides are professional, knowledgeable, highly- experienced and, above
all, multi-lingual. Our sightseeing tours are not only exclusive to Jordan.
La Beduina –Eco tours also organizes regional tours, offering
combination packages of sightseeing tours to Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,
and Egypt, Jordan and the Holy Land/Jerusalem.
Now that you have gained an insight into what Jordan and La Beduina
can offer, don’t hesitate to contact us at:  ismail@Labeduinatours.com

Why to choose La Beduina tours?

Customer Satisfaction!

We master the details and guarantee your peace of mind. We make your
clients happy and make you look good!

Experience
Our family has been upholding a tradition of superior customer service in
the tourism business for more than 20 years in Jordan.

Professionalism
We are a full-service destination management company, member of
JITOA, JTB, fully-bounded and insured, working with top tour operators
from around the world, with our own more than 30-member,
multi-cultural team of experienced guides and program managers.
Guides are proficient in English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Russian, Turkish, German, Dutch, Rumanian, Filipino, Japanese and
Arabic.

Network
We enjoy well-established partnerships with reputable hotels,
restaurants, transport companies and venues, selected for reliability and
quality-cost effectiveness.

Strong Financial Ability
Which makes us credible with our suppliers, employees and customers.

Buying Power
We handle over than 20,000 visitors each year, which helps us to offer
the best services at the best price for our clients.

Creativity
We access unique ideas, venues and resources to customize your
program.

Personal Touch

We never

miss a chance to make your clients feel special-from birthday
celebrations to welcome letters and individual opinion surveys on
departure.

Reliability & Efficiency
We are a fully computerized operation, from reservations to accounting
and tour management, providing swift, accurate cost estimates and
billings.

Quality Controls
Our own inspection teams assess service outlets, check set-ups, inspect
vehicles and solve potential problems before they happen. Every group
tour is personally supervised by a customer service rep. that meets the
tour leader on arrival and obtains evaluations on departure, as well as
individual client satisfaction surveys.

24-Hour Hotline
Our support team is on call to serve your clients in-country 24 / 7
We appreciate your consideration of La Beduina Eco- Tours as your
Middle Eastern contact and looking forward to hearing from you soon .

With kind regards
Ismail Hlalat
G. Manger

Skype :- Ismael.Helalat
MSN: IsmaelLabeduina
Mobile Number :- 00962 79 5502486 .
Amman Office
P.O.Box 1190, Amman 11821- Jordan

Tel: 00962-65541631/2
Fax: 00962-65541630
 etra Office
P
P.O. Box 80 Petra 71811, Jordan
Petra - Jordan
Tel : 00962 32157099
Fax; 00962 3 2156931
http / www.Labeduinatours.com
Eamil / ismail@Labeduinatours.com

